



is peaceful tolerant and
accepting community The
brochures for the University
depict students across the color
spectrum and boasts about both
the number of students of color
on campus and the high gay les
bian bisexual and transgender
GLBT student enrollment In
reality however Arcadia is not
quite that utopian While inci
dents of incivility are not terribly
common racism gender discrim
ination and homophobia are
indeed issues on campus
The Office of Multicultural
Affairs headed by Assistant
Dean of Students for
Multicultural Affairs Rochelle
Peterson has long served to sup-
port students from variety of
religious and cultural back
grounds students of color and
GLBT students on campus fo
further support the Arcadia com
munity Peterson created the
Campus Climate Team in fall of
2004 For year and half the
Team was assembled and worked
to more clearly define its pur
pose
In the spring of this year
the
Campus Climate Team and its
purpose were finalized and made
public to the general Arcadia
community Like the Office of
Multicultural Affairs the Team
exists to enhance the campus cli
mate for students of color stu
dents of varied religious ethnic
and cultural backgrounds and
GLBT students The team aims to
achieve this goal by both prevent
ing and effectively responding to
incidents of incivility on campus
The Team made up of repre
sentatives from across campus
will according to Peterson help
to assess anything that is happen
ing on campus that interferes
with or enhances the campus cli
mate The Team will accomplish
this goal in variety of ways
Now in its nascent stages the
Campus Climate Team is work
ing primarily to increase its visi
bility within the University lo
that end Peterson and the Team
in
Roof thatching at Arena ifianca
By AMY LEHMAN
StaiT Writer
Call me hopelessly behind the curve but
Ive never seen single episode of Lost As for
Survivor managed to catch it few times in the
early early seasons though that certainly does
nt qualify me as an expert on the show What
have seen however does not strike me as partic
ularly similar to the experience shared by stu
dents on Bioko Island Equatorial Guinea
Perhaps got the wrong impression but arent
those television shows about people stranded by
themselves in remote places of the world Bioko
is remote yes but we werent stranded and we
sponsored semesters of study in Equatorial
Guinea each fall since 2002 If you have fol
lowed the story about the lost-but-recently-
found world in Papua New Guinea no not syn
onymous with Equatorial Guinea at all
youll have basic idea of the type of environ-
Please see Bioko Island page
tedaci
appears on MyArcadia
The civility module is par
ticularly exciting development
according to Peterson It will
notify students as to incivility on
campus it will change color and
flash when there has been an inci
dent The module will also
while keeping with University
confidentiality guidelines
explain what actions have been
taken when an incident has
occurred This consequence noti
fication system is key to helping
ease tension after an incident
People just want to know that
something has happened in
response to these incidents Says
Peterson
One of the most important
aspects of the Teams mission has
been developing protocol for
responding to incidents of incivil
ity on campus Multicultural
Affairs Residence Life and the
Dean of Students are the princi
ple responders to incidents Each
incident will receive different
response from those offices
depending upon the situation but
every report will be investigated
by Public Safety As soon as an
incident has been reported one or
more of the principle responders
will begin working with the vic
timized person or persons to help
bring the campus back to feeling
like it is safe heard community
The Campus Climate Team will
also work with student organiza
tions like the Black Awareness
Society and ArcadiaPRiDE based
upon the incident
Peterson created the Campus
Ar
Team works to enhance campus climate
Amy Lehman/The Tower
Study in Equatorial Guinea life lesson
unquestionably most definitely absolutely were
not alone
Bioko Island is home to seven species of
monkeys Whats more theyre endemic mean
ing that the only place the only place theyre
found in the world is on Bioko And thats why
Arcadia runs program there There is substan
tial demand for bushmeat in Equatorial Guinea
and the primate populations are suffering as
result Basically the monkeys are disappearing
from the island due to over-harvesting and other
factors Arcadias Dr Gail Heam and Dr Wayne
Morra have teamed up with the National
University of Equatorial Guinea to monitor
primate population sizes and attempt to
Fquatoguineans find value for the na
diversity on the island that doesnt involve dcci-
mating it
In the spirit of this initiative Arcadia Amy Lehman/The Tower
Universitys Center for Education Abroad has Drew Cron in in Batete church tower
Please see Campus page
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The Tower NEWS OP/ED Arcadia University
Corrections
Editors Note The profile on Jan Walbert March 2006 Inside
the Office page was written by staffwriter Jessica Bayer The
press release on the Arcadia gallery was also incorrect Student
artists show off talents page We apologize for these mistakes
Below is the correct version as released by the University Relations
Department
Student Work in Juried
Glenside PA The Arcadia
University Art Gallery presents
the 2006 Inaugural Exhibition of
the Student Biennial the first in
new series of student exhibitions
selected by outside jurors The
Student Biennial opens Thursday
Feb and runs through Sunday
March
The juror for the inaugural
exhibition is Julie Courtney an
independent curator in
Philadelphia An opening recep
tion will be held on Thursday
Show at Arcadia Gallery
Feb from 430 to 545 p.m in
the Art Gallery
Courtney remarked that she
was impressed by the overall
quality of the entries She select
ed work that she felt was realized
with integrity as well as pieces
that were both original and con
temporary in spirit regardless of
their possible origin in class
assignments Works by 32 stu
dents were selected from pool
of 61 entrants
The Arcadia University Art
Gallery is located in the Spruance
Fine Arts Center The exhibition
and opening reception are free
and open to the public Arcadia
University Art Gallery hours are







Climate Team after two specific
incidents of incivility at Arcadia
exemplified hole in the report
ing and responding system
assigned to such occurrences
The Campus Climate Team
exists to help put system in
place to fill that hole Says
Peterson From helping students
to figure out how to most easily
report an incident to keeping the
community at large aware of
incivility on campus the
Campus Climate Team will cer
tainly help to make Arcadia
safe and peaceful community
Campus Climate Team Members
Jessica Mason Student Class of 06
Chatrine Siswoyo Student Class of 09
Rochelle Peterson Multicultural Affairs
Graciela Slesaransky-Poe Education Department
Ana Maria Garcia Sociology and Anthropology Department
Lori Bauer University Relations
Juli Roebuck University Relations
Jim Bonner Public Safety
Corinnc Green Residence Life
Josh Stern Residence Life
Jeff Ewing Student Affairs
Norah Shultz Undergraduate Studies
Jay Vogel University Advancement
Lynette Allen-Collins Affirmative ActionlHuman Resources
Fran Pollock Counseling




Probably one of the most
successful campaigns ever in his
tory America placed men in Iraq
and the enemy fleeted for safer
shelters dropping their weapons
and joining civilians as secured
haven from American aggres
sions Leaders left their highly
positions Saddam Hussein found
hole to hide in and then
Baghdad was captured These
took few days to complete
But now in the aftermath
after the emergence of Iraqi
aggressions after the involve
ment of insurgents after the
Americans have soldiers
employed in Iraq for over three
years the people of Iraq are with
out tyrant but is it really better
Saddam Hussein was surely
an evil scratch in history
Terminologies attached to his
name were too surreal for the
average American to imagine
genocide death squads rap
squads tortures etc Saddam
Hussein was criminal who took
hold of country and provided
justice in his formalities howev
er unjust it may seem to others
He had the abilities to secure his
position by one of natures funda
mental qualities fear This lion
held other criminals in his glare
ready to attack if they threatened
his own security So even though
Saddam was criminal he was
also very effective
in extracting
criminals from society and plac
ing them in chains even if inno
cent people were part of his jus
tice
But all of this changed when
American overthrew his regime
Before America landed in Iraq
Jessica Anderson writes in Why
Are You Here in Ihe Huminist
Hussein opened the prisons fill
ing the streets with violent crimi
nals So the security which Iraq
seeks from its citiiens may be
robber rapist or murderer or an
Iraqi solder under Husseins
regime But it is said that the
police training in lraq has trick
le and they are no match for
the increase in rapes murders
and robbery writes Anderson
lacking sense of security is
even more profound for women
They shelter themselves in their
homes for all parts of the day and
whenever they have to go out
side for even those who didnt
used to wear hijabs they put on
full length abiahs that stretch
down to their ankles and leaving
only with male escort for fear of
rape or kidnap Schools that were
once opened now are closed but
if they were open the
fear still remains for
women to walk the
distance for their edu
cation One of the
woman in Andersons
article leans over to
the reporters ear and
whispers The people
of Baghdad are afraid
They are feeling fear
really
the station closes for the day
drivers must decide risk losing
their space in line by going home
and coming back the next day or
sleep overnight in their vehicles
If they remain they put their own
lives at risk as well as the lives of
their family members now home
alone without the head of the
household and without any gas
for the generator to light the dark
ness around them
With most of the population
in fear and lack in security one
would think that the occupation
of American solders in Iraq
would provide the absence of
security but that is not the case
As plainly has she can put it
Anderson writes The ensuing
fear after the lootings has worked
conveniently to U.S interests by
pitting Iraqi against Iraqi and put
ting any sense of cohesiveness
under attack So with all of the
Iraqis in fear and disbanded U.S
solders sits securely in their
stance in Iraq It seems that their
main initiative in occupying Iraq
is to secure themselves so would
it not seem wiser to secure them
selves at home
It almost seems too simple




After the collapse of the
Twin Towers once glorious in its
stature physically economically
and impressively weeks months
years of stories escaped the
mouths of Americans reiterating
their fear of terrorism while the
ghost of those two buildings lay
heaped over the lives of an entire
nation haunting the security
which comforts our daily exis
tence With the reign of security
replaced by fear America placed
not only our shields up but also
our sword and aimed it furward
stabbing the giant of terrorism in
us heart the Middle East
Afghanistan fell within weeks
Iraq within days Fear no longer
lingers after the safety of most
Americans
The Vietnam War began with
similar threat and followed
parallel path he threat of mis
siles from Cuba the spreading of
communism the halt of its path
in Vietnam and then the reemerg
ing wealth ol security With the
paths being analogous to one
another one could almost predict
the conclusion and foresee the
reestablishment of Americas
glory rebuilding new buildings
and our security
But in the last war that
threatened Americas security
America remained ignorant to
their allies and left Vietnam with
country divided and left men
apart When leaving South
Vietnam America left their
brothers in arms to fight in war
that they were trained to win with
the Americans So when the
Americans left all hopes for win
ning were lost and the people of
South Vietnam were left in an
awkward position stay in coun
try which hated them or come to
America
Of course the more reason
able approach would be the latter
but its not that simple The South
Vietnamese believed in their
nation believed in their rights
over their enemies rights
believed it so much to fight their
own brothers for thir cause
With these hearts so adamant
when the Americans joined the
war and told them they could
win their beliefs became true-
feeling like their hopes caught up
with fate Therefore with all of
these feeling entwined into their
hearts when the Americans left
they left hole in the hearts of the
people of South Vietnam After
so much escalation in hopes the
South Vietnameses fall not only
included nation but also the fall
from faith with the Americans
So the choices for the people of
South Vietnam were to stay
country where one is not wanted
or travel the land that holds the
people that betrayed you That is
the mindset of the South
Vietnamese people after the war
yield to your brothers that you
fought against or follow the
brothers that left you behind in
battle
The fate of Iraq seems to fol
low the same path Whether
America is staying neutral or tak
ing sides the matter is fruitless
because it is what the people of
liaq believe If the belief of one
group is that the Americans sided
with the other group than the
same awkward position will he
left in the Iraqis hands as they
were left in the South
Vietnameses hands Seeing that
America cant win this war in
Iraq whatever winning is when
the Americans leave there will be
Iraqi exiles in their own country
for the self-exiled remotes him
self from those he wishes not to
make his own society while the
forced exile is remotely placed
from his own society self
exile is just as effect as forced
one
These exiles will either
choose to live stay in their coun
try in contempt and eventually
rejoin their society or they will
run away forever or for long
periods of time before they
rejoin or visit their society
Momque Troung Vietnamese
exile now living in Brooklyn
New York describes this Con
tempt in her article Real and
Flawed in the Michigan
Quarterly Review In the end it
comes down to my inability to
forgive and to forget Corruption
greed lust for power domination
replacing freedom as guiding
principle and goal brothers fight
ing brothers mothers giving birth
to children who grow up to blow
each other to bits Whom should
accuse of these crimes My
own flesh and blood For the
security of America was it worth
it to divide nation




Is Americas security worth the
division and collapse of nation
Men of Iraq dur
ing the day have to go




stay at home without
the protection of
father Since there is
Jsonlinecom/The Tower
deficient energy in
Iraqi men surrender to US troops
Iraq these men have
to bring gas tank to
the nearest gas station in order to
fill their gas generators waiting at
home Anderson writes When
googecom/The Tower
Above Iraqi men crush one another to receive food
packages Below women fear to travel outdoors
Thursday March 23 2006
By JESSICA ROVER
Staff Writer
On Saturday March 25
2006 Day Student Clubs DSC
Rock the Cause an all night
rock concert to fight global
poverty takes the stage at
Arcadia Thirteen local bands
and performance groups some of
which feature Arcadia students
will be showcased along with the
organization ONE www.one.org
ONE supported Live the
worldwide concert that raised
awareness on the issue last July
In addition other campus clubs
are involved including AUTV
Habitat for Humanity SPB and
The Arc Arcadias radio club
Jennie Borger head organizer
and the Vice President of DSC
cheerfully explains Its like
Live minus the famous people
DS became inspired by
Bob Geldof and his quest to make
diffrence change the world
and eradicate global poverty
After witnessing pictures of
starving children in
Africa in
1984 Geldof organized Band
Aid group comprising of sev
eral popular British singers to
record the song Do they know
its Christmas After raising mil
lions of dollars worldwide in
emergency funding to Fthiopia
the single sparked Geldof to
organize Live Aid two concerts
which took place in Philadelphia
and London during the same day
Over one billion people watched
as several popular music stars
performed and hundreds of mil
lions of dollars were raised to
fight poverty again
Once more July 2005 took
the world by storm when Live
occurred in big cities around the
globe including right here in
Philadelphia Worldwide voices
joined together to convince
the
world leaders congregating at the
GB conference to end global
poverty With conviction Geldof
declared The G8 leaders have it
within their power to alter histo
ry They will only have the will to
do so if tens of thousands of peo
pie show them that enough is
enough www bobgeldof info
With this same passion USC
decided to bring commuters resi
dents faculty staff and Arcadia
friends and family together to lift
their hearts and recognize that
global poverty is crisis
and that
something needs to be done
Rock the Cause is not going to
be just like any other concert
because we are going to raise
awareness about poverty as
global issue Our goal is to
spread awareness of this global
crisis and to help with the relief
efforts states Rudy Vidal DSC
Secretary and Head Organizer
The Day Student Club
organized several bands and per
formance groups to stand and
support the cause as well as
encourage the attendees to
make
their voices heard Arcadias
Knight Club starts the show with
Flip Hop performance followed
by sets from Catalyst to
Collision Chickpeas Meg
George Phoenix Dawn
Formerly Known No Mad Fool
AUs Rockapella Shut Out
Fooling Gravity Patrick Gleeson
Plan and Hadrians Wall We




getting everyone together with
music is the perfect way to take
that step explains Sean Burke
an Arcadia sophomore and lead
singer of No Mad Fool
Angie Schlauch Co
President of DSC enthusiastical
ly declares
love what this con
cert strives to achieve Its pur
pose is through
the universal lan
guage of music to bring together
multitude of people to rise up
against world poverty While the
concert will benefit the countries
of Kenya and Niger monetarily it
stands for far more than that
This concert is to help spread
good will to all an effort to pro
mote caring and consideration of
all of our brothers and sisters
around the world
Schlauch also emphasized
the importance of the campus
community acknowledging that
our lives should extend beyond
our own nation We need to rec
ognize others not simply as
strangers or foreigners
but as
part of the family of the human
race This concert is not just
flindraiser it is little step in the
direction of peace and prosperi
ty
The excitement extends
beyond those who have poured
their hearts and souls into the
planning however Students who
plan on attending share their sto
ries as well Jim MacDonald
sophomore Computer Science
major proclaims Music is
form of art that transcends barri
ers of all kinds and is common
language we can all relate to The
healing power of music com
bined with pure
human generosi
ty is beautiful thing
Thats rea
son enough for me to be there
The world was reminded of that
healing power last summer dur
ing Live
and DSC is working
hard to ensure that Arcadia
University will remember again
on March 25
ONE the campaign to
make poverty history that will
have table at the event grew
out of the Heart of America tour
in 2002 in which busload of
citizens and celebrities toured the
mid-West in support of new
U.S initiative on global AIDS
www.one.org it is designed to
also convince Congress to give
one percent more of the federal
budget to humanitarian
aid So
far almost one million people
including celebrities have signed
the ONE declaration affirming
We commit ourselves one per
son one voice one vote at time
to make better safer world for
all
Bonn the lead singer of U2
and activist established DATA
Debt Aids Trade Africa and then
worked with Geldof and others to
develop Live in 2005 Both
DATA and Live worked toward
saving continent
which is
plagued by famine and disease
Speaking to Oprah Winfrey
Bono asserts Now the world is
smaller place distance cannot
decide who is our neighbor to
love Love thy neighbor We cant
afford not to The world is too
close
With this is mind attendees
will also have the opportunity to
purchase fair
trade chocolate at
the event which is made by
African farmers The profit made
returns directly to these farmers
in order to help their economic








donation table for those wanting
to contribute more to the cause
whether it is with spare change or
bills
Rachel Young junior
interior Design major explains
Why not help cause that will
be beneficial to others as well as
myself Ill be standing to end
poverty while listening to tons
of
bands right at Arcadia
The Day Student Club as it
prepares for great
benefit con
cert to fight poverty strongly
encourages
fellow students fac
ulty staff friends and family to
get involved In addition to
bands performers and organiza
tions there will also be volun
teers helping to run the different
tables and make this successful
event Dave Lewis volunteer
and freshman Biology major
describes Volunteering not only
gries mc the chance to become
more involved at Arcadia but
also the opportunity to be part of
such generous cause.Rock the
Cause begins at 430pm in
Stiteler Auditorium Doors open
at 4pm The admission price is
$7 with all proceeds benefiting
the Action Against Hunger
organization Tickets
will be sold
Monday March 20 through
Friday March 24 outside of the
Dining Hall during lunch and
dinner as well as at the door the
day of the event
Upon arrival attendees will
have their hands stamped so that




to Rock The Cause at AU
Campus club organizes night-long rock concert to


































tion e-mail the Day
Student Club at
dsc@arcadiaedu
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Rugby Club searches for approval recognition
By DANA RAMBO
Staff Writer
Where football is sport that
screams Americana rugby is one
that demonstrates international
community So with Arcadias
strong focus on becoming global
ly aware is it any wonder that
rugby has the possibility of
becoming recognized club
before football Rugby is sport
filled with strong traditions and
an even stronger sense of physi
cal strength and stamina
In charge of creating this
club is junior Greg Kowal who
has two years rugby experience
with his local mens club At the
moment he is in the process of
creating the bylaws and aquiring
field space during the semester
At the clubs first meeting twen
ty students showed interested in
joining Kowal is still receiving
interest through emails as well
With good prospect of
members there will be large
variety of skills on the field But
that shouldnt scare away those
who are novices to the sport
Kowals plans for this team
include learning how to play and
of course to have fun In fact
hes still learning himself He
stated that his goals are to start
an intramural league but for now
to have people come out and play
few games
Unfortunately his plans may
not come through until the mid
dle of March since thats when he
expects approval It does give
students time to become
acquainted with the game before
actually playing real scrimmages
For next year he plans for there to
be fall and spring season with









to play his fresh
man year of col
lege His com




game and had to pick up on the
rules
With no real formal training
he has been reading many of offi
cial rugby rule books to learn
















veiy tough sport It is not for the
weak and people do get hurt
while playing it but all the same
it is fantastic sport with many
old traditions behind it Im glad
got into it Kowal comments
dont think at any time in my
life Ill stop playing With all
that passion behind the sport its
surprising that he wasnt the one
who came up with the idea first
It was few of his friends that
came to him with the idea and
pushed him to create the club
Kowal dreams that the club
will one day be picked up as
school team and play against
other division three schools
There are many schools in the
area that have rugby teams
However that is unlikely to hap
pen in his time here At the
moment the club is coed but if
there is to be future as team
the genders would have to divide
in order to play This would be
step toward how the teams are
played internationally as well as
another step for Arcadia toward
creating globally aware students
AU Student wins prestigiousaward for Genetic Counseling
PRESS RELEASE The
National Society of Genetic
Counselors honored 10 genetic
counseling students from Arcadia
at its annual conference in
November with Sarah Charles
06 of Newark Del earning top
honors with the Beth Fine Kaplan
Student Abstract Award This is
the second time that an Arcadia
student has won this prestigious
award
Along with her sponsor
Arcadia alum Lisa Jay Kessler
00 who now works at the
Hospital of the University of
Pennsylvania Charles studied
whether African American
women responded differently to
standard or more culturally sensi
tive counseling Her paper
Satisfaction with Genetic
Counselors for BRCA1 Breast
Cancer gene and BRCA2
Mutations Among African
American Women shows no
discernible difference in effec
tiveness between the traditional
counseling and the culturally
modified approach The issue is
of concern since the new profes
sion there are only 2000 genet
ic counselors in the nation and
most are white is trying to
recruit more diverse students
Kesslers ongoing research is
delving more deeply into the
issues of cultural diversity in
counseling techniques Arcadias
Genetic Counseling Program is
one of only 27 in the nation
Established in 1995 the program
has graduated more than 100 stu
dents and is one of the largest
programs in the nation
Seven other Arcadia alumni
honored for their Genetic
Counseling thesis projects
wereJoanne Gablik class of
2005 who presented her senior
thesis What Teens Need to
Know Genetics 101 the
Development and Implemen
tation of an Educational
Module Gablik now works at
Temple University Hospital in
the Maternal Fetal Medicine
Department Her mentor was
Rosanne Keep class of 2000
who works at the Department of
Developmental Medicine and
Genetics at the Albert Einstein
Medical Center in Philadelphia
Mollie Lyman class of 2002
who now works at Roswell Park
Cancer Institute in Buffalo N.Y
who presented poster DN
Banking Saving for the Future
Along with two others Lyman
examined whether families with
history of cancer should save rel
atives DNA for molecular genet
ic testing that will be developed
in the future.Christina Fels
class of 2004 who now works at
Christiana Care Health Services
in Newark Del for her poster
presentation Accuracy of
Patient Risk Perception and How
it Correlates to Patients Trust or
Provided Risk Information
Fels thesis examined womens
perception of their breast cancer
risk after genetic counseling This
project was awarded the best
genetic counseling paper by the
Philadelphia Area Genetics
Group in 2005
Melanie Corbman class of
2005 who works at Fox Chase
Cancer Center for her poster
presentation Assessing the
Genetic Counseling Needs of
Families Affected by Glycogen
Storage Disease Along with her
sponsor Kathleen Valverde chair
of Arcadias Genetic Counseling
Program Corbman surveyed par
ents and patients about their
expectations and experiences
with genetic counseling
Tanya Bardakjian class of
1995 who now works at the
Department of Developmental
Medicine and Genetics at the
Albert Einstein Medical Center in
PhiladelphiaRosanne Keep class
of 2000 and Kelly Hamman
class of 2006 for their poster
presentation Anophthalmia/
Microphthalmia AIM Registry
Increased Prevalence of Multiple
Births Noted in Children with
AIM Microphthalrnia is rare
eye abnormality
Joyce Basile class of 1998
who now works at Genzyme
Genetics for her poster presenta
tion Comparision of the Uptake
of Invasive Prenatal Diagnosis
Procedures After Positive
Screening Test for Down
Syndrom Versus Trisomy 18
Basile and her co-researcher
found that more than half the
pregnant women referred to
Geuzyme for Trisomy 18 screen
ing wanted prenatal amniocente
sis while less than half of those
at increased risk for Down
Syndrome opted for an amnio
centesis procedure This may he
explained by the difference in the
perceived severity of these two
conditions
Stacy Shoup class of 1999
who now works at Christiana
Care Health Services in Newark





Her research dealt with an emerg
ing issue how to maximiie the
benefits of prenatal diagnosis in
disease prior to the onset of
symptoms In other words could
early therapy or drugs benefit an
asymptomatic child
semester For now though he game that make it special There
hopes that once the club becomes are also plenty of people in the
recognized to have one practice prospective club that have some
Imglad got
into it.J dont
think at any time
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phy students were finalists
in Photographers
Forum 26th Annual Student Photography Contest
national contest with more than 28000 entries
from student photographers The Arcadia students
work will be reproduced in Best of College
Photography Annual 2006 The photography stu
dents are Charleen Artese Dennis Balyeat Jeanne
Custer Timothy Fitzgerald Jamie Jastrzembski
Jen Kemmerer Malou Wagner Shawn ODonnell
Jenny Stockinger Kimberly Forrey
and Katrina
Wilhelm
Clockwise from above photos by Katrina
Wilhelm Kimberly Torrey and Tim Fitzgerald
Writersreturn to campus Beaver College alum




You can in fact get there
from here said Dr Richard
Wertime proudly as he intro
duced Arcadia Universitys alum










this school year was organized
by English Professor Wertime as
part
of the University
Colloquium and Writers Return
to Campus series The series cel
ebrates the achievements of our
graduates revealed Dr Wertime
Bryant took crati riting
classes one at tune at the cam
pus when it was known as Beavei
ollege On this wonderful
evening her writing career came
full circle as she returned and
gave writing advice to faculty
staff and students
With circle of roses hover
ing overhead and faces
of two
men sculptured into mirrored
fireplace
mantle behind her
Bryant Random House Author
of the Month revealed her secrets
to her successful writing career
She received warm welcome
from approximately fifty faculty
staff and students The goal here
is to have students who have
made literary careers of them
selves return and lecture said
Wertime
As sixteen year profession
al writer Bryants works has
appeared in American Literaty
Review and The Laurel Review
among other publications She
received the Milton Center Prize
for Poetry and attributed some of
her success to writers Yusef
Komunyakaa Eamon Grennan
Eileen Spinelli former Arcadias
English professor
David
Kiplinger and her former
Arcadia advisor Dr Wertime who
proudly welcomed Bryant back
to the university
With cordial smile the
simply dressed Bryant
West
hester Adjunct professor was
right at home in the familiar Grey
Towers Castle She greeted and
enlightened anxious guests on
how she keeps readers at the edge
of their seats with her brilliant
work
Thinking briefly she
revealed ive published proba
bly 20ish hooks During her
speech she demonstrated the use
of shinny siink3 saying
this is
part
of my writing for children or
what learned from my slinky
inspiration and early writing
career
She explained some of her
success steps havent written
word that was wasted started
wçiting riles aboit working
mothers then biographies poet
ry and historical fiction anything
in the active lives of people
English grad student
Shannon
Crawley response as teacher
found lens speech poetic it
helped me to understand the writ
ing process
As Bryant talked results of
her writing career were shown in
PowerPoint presentation Her
hooks include the many faces of
justice in The trial her latest
childrens fiction Georgia Bones
and an endearing story of bro
ken family coming together in
Pieces of Georgia to be published
in April 2006
Bryant own family was also
part of the slide
show Laughter
broke out from her very quite
audience as she shows picture
of herself filling bird feeder
My daughter insisted show this
picture said Bryant jokingly
Colorful pictures from
Georgia Bones intrigued
Arcadias alumni George Filip
low do you feel about never
meeting some of the illustrators
for your hooks7 he asked as
Bryant fielded questions
from her
audience towards the end of the
inspiring evening Lightheartedly
she replied imthe word person
dont look at it as giving up con
trol of my book because cant
draw stick
Bryant proudly signed copies
of her hooks for her audience
after the presentation of her best
advice on writing She stroked
my creative fire it was nice to see
someone from my school make
it said grad student Filip
Bryants success is due in part
to
Dr Wertime sentiments be




The cold weather is in no way kind to your hands The dry
an will undoubtedly cause sore cuticles
dreaded hang-nails and
cracked tender hands Here are the products that
recommend to
get your
hands and cutieles through the rest of winter
Cuticles
Prostron ProC iposome Nail
and Cuticle moisturizer conies
in regular nail polish
bottle
You smpIy dip the brush in the bottle and wipe
the cre in
over your nails
and cuticles Just rub it in It absorbs quickly and
if you use it twice day everyday
diy cutieles will bc next to
impossible
Hands
Neutrogenas Norwegian Formula hand cream is
thick and
highly intensive
hand cream The second it goes on you realize
that this is exactly what your hands need They
will become
smoother as the cream soothes uncomfortable skin
After multiple uses your cracked
and chapped hands begin
to heal You only need little bit of product
each usage so
the
tube should last you all winter
To stop the dryness before it starts use
C.O Bigelows
Chapped Hands Cleanser It is soap
free and packed with mtense
natural moisturizers like jojoha oil It warms with your
skin and
liquefies instantly drenching your
hands in moisture
Using cleanser like this will help to prevent dry
skin from
happening in the first place leaving you
to worry about more
important winter things
like when will spring begin
Sandi Hewitt/The Tower
jen Bryant former Beaver College student
and Random
House Author of the Month talks with students and
fac
ulty about her writing career
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ment in which we were studying
11 you have interacted with any of
Arcadias students from fiG aver the past
years or spoken with someone who has
spent few weeks or semester in the
country then youll have some idea of the
other face of studying in EG the one that
negates comparisons to Lost and the like
That face is its people
Understand that the program in fiG is
dynamic and you begin to understand the
differences Half our time is spent in the
rainforest while the other half is spent in
thee
on Sun
because found livmg and studyrng in
the city to be just about as challenging
as trekking fifteen kilometers day with
everything owned on my hack on diet
of rice and iodized water
It would be impossible to sum up what
goes on in the entire semester here hut Ill
try to share glimpse Our longest stint in
the field consisted of 16 straight days spent
taking census and hiking from study site to
study site About ten days into this trip we
arrived after four long hours of madness
in pouring rain across fist-sized rocks at
Moraka Playa
We spent the evening huddled
undercover with rotgut wine and very
warm aluminum-tasting beers pen.
odically poking at the canopy with
sticks to avoid the swimming pool col
lecting above us from falling onto our
heads Two of the girls on the trip
headed to bed only to resurface few
hours later with the news that their tent
had in effect floated away
Eventually we managed sleep
and the next morning our skepticism
over the locales attributes was erased
Census yielded more large-mammal
encounters than anywhere on the
island and when it was time to relax
the pick-up games between the porters
hed col
lected from the forest in you guessed it
both yellow and red
We managed to enjoy ourselves in the
city as well Nights and weekends often
found us out with our fellow students
either in the citys many discotheques or at
the Feria collection of outdoor bars
whose floors are generally mud and whose
patrons know how to have great time
Each place has its own blaring music peo
plc dancing and the barkeeps are so
acconmiodating that if they dont have
what you want that evening theyll run
next door to grab it for you
The atmosphere at the Feria in gener
al is amicable When one of us lost flip-
flop in mud puddle passerby fished it
out using his penlight and stick then
brought it behind the bar and repaired it
washing her foot before returning her
footwear When we were not out we were
caring for the abandoned kitten student
gave us or hosting movie nights during
which we ran English films with Spanish
subtitles to help us and our peers learn
________
each others language
Our stay on Bioko Island was
not all about walking through the
forest looking for monkeys play
ing on the beach and nights out
however Each of us was taking
full course load and when in
Malaho we had class every day at
the university Our classes taught
in both Lnglish and Spanish con
sisted of the ten American students
and nine Fquatoguinean students
In the afternoons we hosted
English language tutoring sessions
which our Equatoguinean coun
arts as well as any other uni
versity students or employees
were invited lessons were
learned but lot of the education
we gained from our EG experi
ence resulted in our more informal
interactions with our peers
Understanding the differences in culture
and status of living between our culture
and that of the people we were working
with was something that challenged and
motivated us
During one tutoring session tutoree
was perusing one of our dictionaries and
came across paragraph comparing
modern home to dysfunctional home in
both Spanish and English As he orked
his way through the information with his
tutor the tutor burst out in laughter As it
turned out the list for the dysfunctional
home with all its quirks and issues was
pretty much dead-on description of our
house in Malabo Lights that shut on and
off when they felt like it Rainstorms that
caused show as people raced around to
close windows and dam up doorways
Sporadic water pressure
that produced
cold cold cold spray Our newly-acquired
washing machine that danced across the
floor during the spin cycle finally per
suading us to return to washing our clothes
by hand
Reflecting upon the incident later that
evening though we had to recognize that
our living conditions which matched so
well the description of the dysfunctional
house were better even than those of our
friends and students
Based on what gathered from my
time there study abroad on Bioko isnt
like life on Survivor We were challenged
but not so much physically as emotionally
and intellectually The people there know
how to live and through living they man
age to survive Maybe thats what survival
is about the living But this experience is
not reflected in reality television show or
drama about group of isolated cast
aways Its about the people both local and
foreign that you meet on that remote
island the things you learn from one
another and the understanding you take
away about how the rest of the world the















was full Amy Lehman/The Tower
equippec
Clockwise from top left returning with papayas from the vil
lage students listening to church service learning about the
geological formation of Bioko papayas





more hours nonstop it rained
was not as our local guides and
friends had promised the most beauti
ful place on the island as far as could
see
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Designer dresses dazzle red carpet actors
By AMY PEREZ
Journalism 11 Student
Feathered with the finest chic design
er styles and colors the red carpet set
runway for the glamorous Hollywood
fashionesque icons of the big screen The
2006 Academy Awards brought the preva
lent personalities from the silver screen
together for night of hopeful successful
winnings and of course the ultimate whos
wearing what fiasco Fashion statuette
celebrities such as Reese Witherspoon
Jennifer Lopez Uma Thurman and Jessica
Alba serenaded the red carpet gracefully
in vintage dresses and frocks that stunned
and marked this seasons upcoming styles
and colors
The red carpet made heads turn and
millions of viewers tune in to this yea
Oscar red carpet showdown Showcasing
stunning works from fashion gurus such as
Michael Kors Versace Vera Wang
Christian Dior and Balenciaga Oscar
nominees and invitees were total block
buster hit Michelle Williams brightened
By AMY STRAUSS
Staff Writer
From the moment the
Annual Academy Awards opened
on the night of March 5th
Hollywood was in for treat
Showcasing the years best of
directors ifims and casts the
biggest night was set to scale by
symbolism and political tolerance
that reached new heights
throughout the best picture nomi
nees Brokeback Mountain and
rash Not only that but by
choosing Jon Stewart star of
Comedy Centrals Daily Show to
host his wit and insightful repar
tee as well as subtle political
jabs added spice to the somewhat
tedious show that the Oscars can
become
Although Ang Lees
Broke hack Mountain seemed
almost unbeatable against any
other picture the most shocking
moment of the night was when
Jack Nicholson opened the enve
the red carpet with an eye-catching Vera
Wang v-line yellow dress that naturally
swept the floor with its ruffled train
Without surprise Versaces tropical
colors marked their own spotlight on
celebrity stars such as Jennifer Lopez in
vintage olive- green ruffled gown and
Salma Hayek in revealing yet sensuous
silky tropical teal dress
The Oscar fashion runway present
ed its dark and silver embroidered evening
gowns that Charlize Theron Nicole
Kidman top nominee Reese Witherspoon
and others wore this year Oscar nominee
Charlize Theron walked the red carpet in
an oddly shaped midnight Haute Couture
gown by John Galliano that fluttered and
brushed her cheek with hefty puff on its
upper left shoulder Viewers could not turn
away from Nicole Kidman dressed in
beaded Balenciaga dress that sparkled
against her skin
This yeas top Oscar nominee and
winner Reese Witherspoon sophisticat
edly strode along side of hubby Ryan
lope containing the Best Picture
prize Saying it best Nicholson
paused and stated Crash
Whoa upon announcing the
winner Crash story of racism
in Los Angeles the location of
the awards hit home more with
the Academy voters than the ever
promising Brokeback Mountain
story of two cowboys who fell
in love while herding sheep in the
isolated mountains of Wyoming
Startling the viewers for the
past 18 out of 22 years the film
that won Best Picture at the
Golden Globes was always the
winner of the Oscars Best
Picture and well this year was
surprise Crash was not even
nominated for Best Picture at the
Golden Globes Although the
winner of best picture was bit
astonishing other major winners
of the night were always seen as
foregone conclusions
Outstandingly Reese
Witherspoon won Best Actress
for her performance of June





Jes ba took the
curvaceous Versace gc
that brushed the red
carpet
stylishness
This yeas blockbuster 11
won their deserved
well as the celebrities on
carpet Glamorously this
hottest stars strutted on
way in designer styh
marked this year as one
best Academy Awards red car
google.com/The Tower
Right actress and Oscar
winner Reese Witherspoon




speech their gift was infec
tious Ajoke was punned against
the act the rest of the ceremony
and added much humor to the
points of the Oscars that were
beginning to bore its viewers
Other mentionable moments
of the night were the political
twists added because of course
Jon Stewart is political kind of
guy None can forget the state
ment where he apologiied to the
audience for BjOrk absence
because she was shot by Dick
Cheney while trying on her
gown Or the moments where he
installed great gags as campaign
commercials for the nominees
for example Keira Knightley
Acting While Beautiful
Outside of the awards that
only those in the profession tend
to care about sound editing visu
al effects film editing etc some
honorable winners left the night
satisfied The Best Director went
to Ang Lee for Brokeback
Mountain an award definitely
praiseworthy In addition the
film received the awards for Best
Original Score and Adapted
Screenplay Also Supporting
Actress went to Rachel Weisz for
her role in the onstant Gardener
and Best Animated Film went to
fun-loving Wallace Gromit
The Curse of the Were- Rabbit
Memois of Geisha was also
honored receiving several Oscars
as was King Kong The
hronicle.s of Warnia The Lion
The Witch and the Wardrobe and
the March of the Penguins
It is true to believe that the
78th Annual Academy Awards
was just another same old Oscar
ceremony However the Best
Picture nominees maintained
bit of twist transforming the
nominees from the usual
Hollywood feature films to some
small budget and independent
films new look at the Oscar
crown Also it seems as though
the Oscar voters liked to reward
those films that took risk and
indeed Brosehack Mountain and
ra.sh did so Congrats to rash
for stealing the show and bravo to
Brokehack Mountain because
although they went home some
what empty-handed the film still
captivated Hollywood
Carter in Walk the Line
and Philip Seymour
Hoffman won Best
Actor for his perform
ance of Truman Capote
in Capote Again
Brokeback Mountain
was left without win
bit of question mark
for the night although
the film itself was
significant moment in
Oscar history
It is important to
note that the award cer
emony began efficient
ly by awarding George
Clooney his first Oscar
ever for his role of sup
porting actor in
Syriana Following up
on Jon Stewarts open
ing speech Clooney Crash was awarded movie of the yearmade it point in hs
oescom/The Tower
acceptance speech to
state that We are little bit out
of touch in Hollywood every
once in awhile.. Im proud to be
out of touch which was fair
knock against Stewarts com
ment
Since Hollywood is bit out
of touch it may have something
to do with the rating of the cere
mony 38 nullion seeming like
lot still causes the program to
receive the second lowest
Nielson rating since 1974
However many viewers can not
complain for much of the pro
gram was impressive and to
many in the Kodak Theater the
acceptance speeches were mov
ing such as how Jennifer Lopei
felt when Philip Seymour
Hoffman thanked his mother in
his speech
One of the highlights of the
show was when ufurtle arid
Flou rap act Three Mafia
performed the their original song
Its Hard Out Here for Pimp
and then received the Best
Original Song award As Jon
Stewart took advantage of this
moment and Three Mafias not
Thursday March 23 2006
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em yet echoing vintage summer
like melodies Belle and
Sebastians recent release L/Ł
Pursuit surely makes it clear that
band leader Stuart Murdoch has
plenty of major league sounds
still up his sleeve Rumoring that
if this album does not reach gold
standings Belle and Sebastian
may break up one is not to worry
because this truly is by far their
most joyous eclectic album yet
Life Pursuit captures what
group of musicians seven to be
exact can accomplish through
ten years of collaborating with
one another With the use of
experimentation carefree jingles
and swaying tempos Belle and
Sebastian satisfies all indie rock
fans dyer need to hear that per
fect pop moment With that in
mind snap on dancing shoes
clap your hands and find out that
this Scottish septet can create
chamber pop with some of rocks
brutest forces
Considered to some as late
blooming artists Belle and
Sebastian formed in January
1996 in one of Glasgows all
night cafØs where members who
happened to be taking common
music business course had met
Each year the course had pro
duced an album through the
record label Electric Honey and
thus record was made and
long lasting band was formed
The album itself has placed
the semi-obscure Scotts away
from characterizing words such
as twee for those that do not
know meaning mispronuncia
tion of sweet music something
somewhat precious Life Pursuit
is the artists themselves raising
their fists and stating that they are
no more sweaters and black-
rimmed glasses wearing nerds
they are cooler now and will
achieve more pure pop than ever
before
So if ones in the mood for
tune with touch of seventies
rock glimmer of the Kinks
splash of psychedelic soul and
the surprise combination of key
board and horns look no farther
Check out Belle and Sebastians
Life Pursuit mature release
with tight musical arrangements
and infectious beats




by war Oh and did mention
theres naked girls
Following the death of her
husband Mrs Henderson Judi
Dench who was nominated for
an Oscar for this role is forced to
face the boredom of widow-hood
It was so inconsiderate of
Robert to die she confides to
friend What am to do now
After trying her hand at embroi
dery and womens clubs she does
what any sane wealthy British
woman would do buy theater
With the rebuilding of the
Windmill underway Mrs
Henderson hires manager Vivian
Van Damm Bob Hoskins and
after humorous foray into audi
tions their show is underway
After meeting some success tick
et sales decline and Mrs
Henderson off-handed
ly suggests to Van
Damm that Weve
put on some good




the government to put
nudes onstage as long
as they dont move




ances not the least of





remember her from her
brief but award-winning role as
Queen Elizabeth in Shakespeare
in Love among many other
films Dench once again takes
the role of strong self-suffi
cient borderline-vulgar woman
While Mrs Henderson is far from
out-spoken Dench finds her
moments of quiet and makes
them very touching She does not
disappoint especially with the
pairing of Hoskins both as
actors and their corresponding
characters is something special
Directed by Stephen Frears
Mrs henderson Presents also
carefully balances humor with
the seriousness of period and
contemporary concerns from
defining art and its purpose in
society to coping with war and
death The nudity in the film is
also done intelligently While lit
tle is left to the imagination the
film deals with nudity much like
its protagonist with care
integrity and purpose in mind
While the film is somewhat pre
dictable its multi-dimensional
characters and pertinent themes
provide Mrs Henderron Presents
with something for just about
everybody
BeHe Sebastians Latest an Indie Rock Fans Dream
muskomh.com/The Tower
In her stubborn forthright
and wonderfully frivolous way
Mrs Henderson Presents us with
late 1930s London city party
ing while on the brink of disaster
Inspired by true story the film
escorts us into carefree gold-
plated world about to be stripped
Mrs Henderson Presents is wHd romp





tender corn kernels canned corn may be used
salt
3/4 to cup water depending on how tender the corn is
3/4 cup sugar
Preparation
First mix all the ingredients in blender until thick and heavy batter
is formed Add more corn if the batter is too thin Then shape the mix
into medium sized pancakes about 2thick and in diameter Cook
both sides on medium heat until lightly brown Serve hot with your




1/2 cup of oil
teaspoons of cold water
1/2 teaspoons of mashed garlic
Salt
Preparation
Eirst peel the plantains and cut into inch thick slices In deep frying
pan heat the oil and fry the plantains till golden brown Flatten the plan
tains using flat-bottomed glass bottle or cup Fhen fry the plantains
again for 30 seconds on each side Mix the water pinch of salt and the















Foreign Plavors is new column in The Thwer
culinay section here you ii find interesting jiicts
information and recipes on cUi3 inc around the
it end This edition explore the tastes of
Venezuc Ia
By MICHELLE TOOKER
Venezuelan food is iich in flavor and very fifl
ing staple item in this cuismc is the arepa An
arcpa
is flattened cake composed of cornmeal
Generally arepas arc filled with various cheeses
and or meats However they can also he eaten like
bread buttered and served before main course
Arepas are eaten for breakfast lunch or dinner and
are salty or sweet rhe popularity of the arepa is
spreading throughout Latin America Another pop-
ular dish is the cachapa cachapa is similar to an
arepa in that it is made of cornmeal batter that is
flattened and fried achapas however are larger
and fluffier and resemble pancake flllings
include various meats shredded heefand chicken
and cheeses yellow and white The empanada is
yet another dough-filled delight served in
Venezuela Dough is folded over various fillings
usually meat in half-moon shape and then fried
They make great snack or quick meal
The national dish of Venezuela is Pabellon
Criollo This hearty entree consists of rice topped
with shredded beef fried plantains and stewed
black beans Sometimes it is also served with
cheese or topped with fried egg It is served for
lunch or dinner
Plantains are an extremely popular ingredient
in Venezuelan food It is hard starchy banana
used mainly for cooking In Venezuela plantains
are made into chips fried and topped with cheese
or served as an accompaniment to meal They are
available at any meal and as appetizers Typical
appetizers include Tostones fried green plantains
fajadas fried ripe plantains and Yoyos deep
fried halls of sweet plantains filled with white
cheese Almost all meals include plantains in
some way
Venezuelan cuisine also consists of wide
variety of fruit Aside from the well-known
bananas pineapple oranges and coconut
Venezuelan fruit also includes mango papaya pas
sion fruit guava and soursop soursop is prick-
ly fruit with an inside that resembles an apple
white flesh with an inedible core All of these fruits
are served fresh or made into juices or milkshakes
Unfortunately there arent any Venezuelan
restauiants located in Philadelphia However there
is Latin American restaurant called Mixto 1141
Pine Street which serves broad variety of arepas
and empanadas Check out their website mix-
tophilly.com for complete menu and more infor
mation If you are venturing up to New York City
you can check out Flors Kitchen
florskitchen.com or Caracas Arepa Bar cara
casarepabar.com Both serve great traditional
Venezuelan cuisine at an affordable price
Preparing chachapas
Michelle Tooker/The Tower
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Dont bother taking dip.. Dive right in
Sick of salsa Full of French onion Guacamole getting you
down Why not dive into one of these homemade dip varities
Theyre great way to jazz up even the most boring of vegetables
Your palate will never be the same
Fresh Herb Dip
Ingredients




herbs chives tarragon rosemary basil thyme sage dill
clove garlic
1/2 teaspoon freshly ground pepper
Milk or cream
Directions
Mix the two semi-liquids in bowl Finely mince the herbs and
garlic Stir into the dip base If the consistency
is too thick slowly
add little milk or cream until it gets creamy Sprinkle with pepper
Serve with fresh vegetables or pita chips
Ingredients
1/2 cup fresh spinach
3/4 cup Pannesan or Soy Parmesan
cups
marinated artichoke hearts drained
1/4 teaspoon pepper
teaspoon lemon juice
cup grated mozzarella or vegan mozzarella
Oil
Directions
Preheat oven to 350 Combine all ingredients but 1/4 cup Parmesan
in blender Process until nearly smooth Lightly oil small bak
ing dish Transfer in dip sprinkling with
the remaining parmesan
Bake for about 20 minutes or until hot Let cool for few minutes
Serve warm with fresh bread pita chips or vegetables
Olive Dip
Jves until they form rough paste Transfer to bowl
and remaining ingredients Combine
until the paste is
thick










Peel the cucumber slice it in halt and scrape the seeds out
with
spoon Dice sprinkle
with salt and let it sit for 10 minutes Drain
Add the garlic mint dill and yogurt Stir Add remaining ingredi
ents Serve with crackers vegetables or alongside spicy
foods




Tired of frozen dinners
If you are sick of eating
frozen dinners or canned meat youve come to the right place Below you
will find some easy yet scrumptious recipes
that anyone can whip up So get out those pots
and pans and
start cooking
Chicken and Vegetable Pasta
Ingredients
tablespoons olive oil divided
skinless boneless chicken
breast halves cubed
12 ounces angel hair pasta
carrot sliced diagonally
into 1/4 inch thick slices
10 ounce package frozen broccoli florets thawed
cloves garlic minced
2/3 cup chicken broth
teaspoon dried basil
1/4 cup grated Parmesan
cheese
Preparation
Heat tablespoon oil in medium skillet over medium heat Add chicken
and sautE for to min
utes or until chicken
is cooked through no longer pink Remove from skillet and drain on paper
towels
Bring large pot
of water to boil Add pasta and cook for 8-10 minutes Drain
and set aside
While pasta is cooking heat 2nd tablespoon
oil over medium heat in same skillet used for chicken Stir
fry carrots for about minutes
then add broccoli and garlic and stir fry for another
minutes Finally
stir in broth basil and cheese and return chicken to skillet
Reduce heat to low and simmer for about
minutes
Place drained pasta in large serving
bowl Top with chicken/vegetable mixture and serve immediate
ly
Gorgonzola and Onion Pizza
Ingredients
1/8 cup butter
large Vidalia onions thinly sliced
teaspoons sugar
10 ounce package refrigerated pizza dough
pound Gorgonzola cheese crumbled
over medium
Spinach and Artichoke Dip
ic onions are soft
Stir in
more mm-
Recipes gathered from allrecipes.com
Ingredients
cup black or green pitted
olives
cloves garlic minced
1/2 cup ground pine nuts or walnuts
Tablespoon chopped basil
1/4 cup freshly ground Parmesan cheese
1/4 cup olive oil
ThurstIav March 23 2006




fiberglass and battling scores of
cochroaehes and termites is not
how most people would want to
spend their time However for
group of 32 Arcadia University tam
dents and three faculty members
this was how they chose to spend
Spring Break 2006
On Sunday March 12 the
group traveled to Jean La Fitte
town outside of New Orleans in the
Louisiana bayous Until they left on
March 18 the volunteers worked
on seven different houses improv
ing the living conditions for victims
struck by Hurricanes Katrina and
Rita
It was amazing said Cindy
Ruhino Director of Community
Service The students were cov
ered head to toe every day from
the demolition the dust the dirt
And they loved it
he Southern Mutual Help
Association and Mayors Office of
Jean la Fitte organiied the work the
Arcadia groups did as well as
where they would sleep eat and
bathe was caught off guard by
how hospitable and kind everyone
there was said senior Amy
Lehman Theyre all having such
rough go of it right now yet they
treated us like guests and went out
of their way to make us comfort
able
One evening the Mayor and
his wife cooked the group fried
shrimp and crawfish Another the
fire chief made gumbo for dinner
The trip has been in planning
since the days following Katrinas
aftermath last fall Money was
raised on campus during the last
semester few weeks before the
trip students held rummage sale
on campus to raise more money
Faculty and staff donated supplies
and hinds Director of Public Safety
Jim Bonner donated tools to be
used and left in New Orleans
Volunteer Allison Laverty told her
church Abington Baptist about the
trip and they donated over $5000
It was great experience to
help them said sophomore Kelly
Frederick enjoyed it being able
to talk to the locals and get better
understanding of what they went
through
Area Coordinator of the ocal
University Apartments Cat
Mattingly was amazed with the
determination and drive of the
group in really proud of them
she said dont know if other
groups would have worked with as
much heart as our students did
Some of the volunteers are
already planning return trips to the
area for this summer in glad
was able to give week of my life
to help said senior Amber Geller
But Im not glad that got to come
home to all thai have knowing
they there are so many down there
that have next to nothing left
Ln/f he lower
Clockwise from top The wjackson
statue in the French devesta
tion of one house Joe Lich man works on Rachel
Derr shovels debris Arcadia volunteers pose with Adelaide
Fabre whose house the group worked on
